
1)  Repeating exploitation patterns on 3 rural area vulnerable person multimillion dollar estates.  Abuse & exploitation resulting from estate planning for 
elderly women with debilitating physical conditions & neurocognitive disorders. Each estate involved illicit estate transfers substantially at odds with bene-
factors long-held estate disposition plans prior to their infirmities, cognitive disorders/Alzheimer’s & dependence on abusive family caretakers working with 
rural area network of estate drafting, consulting & guardianship attorneys, neurocognitive clinical evaluators, medical advisors and court visitor.

2)  Shortly after aging or health misfortunates the unscrupulous family member guilefully usurps control of the vulnerable persons estate documents with 
assistance of new estate drafters and clandestine meeting where the vulnerable benefactor had been pressured, confused and misinformed to sign POAs. 

3) New estate planning attorney and new estate plan or not aware of the new advisor’s motives to cease immediate control of their estate, in order to change 
the disposition to substantially transfer the bulk of their estate the new fiduciary-POA-caretaker-trustee with the assistance of new legal advisors/estate 
drafters due to their debilitating physical conditions and mental cognitive diagnosis.
4) New POA(s), estate planning attorneys and consulting advisors initiate a series of rapid estate changes in clandestine meetings while vulnerable person 
was restricted access to trusted family and pressured to sign obfuscating POAs, Trust, Trusts amendments, TEDRA agreements and/or Wills.
5) Ineptly/illicitly drafted estate documents tactically drafted to decieve via interplay off of other estate documents such as new POAs, appearing and disap-
pearing/confusing trust cluases all substantially altering the physicaly & memory impaired dependent VPs long-established estate disposition intentions.

6) Repeating violations of third parties cover ups  contradicting motions, the peculiar nation or motive of motions and/or timing of motions that may be in 
violations of IPRC especially considering health and medical circumstances of AIP (3 near deaths in one year periods while estate planning and transfer-
ring millions in assets to caretaker-POA-Trustee-landlord) , mediation deception/fraud, joint account transfers, restricted private circumstances of AIP and 
several other reoccurring dubious circumstances.
7) Primary Care Physicians whom are often the first defense a vulnerable person has against undue influence were changed at the onset of estate planning. 
Health records where not transferred to new PCP therefor VP’s medical history were not supplied to specialist doctors, clinical physiatrists and crucial 
medical diagnosis were not disclosed (fraudulently concealed) in neurocognitive evaluations, court ordered physician declarations and visitors reports.
8) Court ordered visitor (CV) company selected by respondent’s attorney in each case was the same company was used in all three cases. This court officer 
position is supposed to be neutral. CV company only does interviews and does not look at court documentation of contentions, CV assist in concealing 
imperative medical diagnosis that are not disclosed in court ordered Physician declarations & neurocognitive evaluations. CV company works with respon-
dent’s attorney whom files motions using their choice of guardianship or conservator company. In some cases, the attorney owns the conservator company 
and often awards guardianships to company’s in their affiliated professional network of geriatric service providers. Wrongful appropriation & illicit estate 
transfers continue. CV company’s owner where LSW also working at Hospital this consists of several ethical and CFR/CMS violations.
9) Assisting bankers, brokers/wealth managers, accountants, conservators and court appointed masters who disregard FINRA, SEC, Federal Acts, SSA 
XVIII, Elder Justice Act, NASAA, ABA, AARP, BSA, FINcen, State Code and ethical industry guidelines who mismanage funds, churn accounts facilitate in 
the illicit transfers of funds or signing of joint accounts and property transfers while the vulnerable person is unduly influenced/cognitively impaired.
10) Nations leading & other skilled expert’s testimony confirming undue influence dismissed because exploiters attorney(s) claim testimony was paid for.

11) Family courts dockets are overwhelmed, the amount of paperwork involved when a vulnerable person is being unduly influenced by family & their advi-
sors is voluminous. Illicit transactions characterize these cases. Judges are unable to accurately discern the truth. Motions are passed based on the word or 
document submitted by the very attorney whom aided &abetted the illicit transfer(s), estate document drafting or clandestine chicanery in the first place.

12) The 3 vulnerable woman estates losses, illicit transfers, wrongful appropriation, theft, wasted legal fees for inept & dubious estate planning, proscribed 
guardianship expenses, interrelated health risks due reckless endangerment/negligence matters directly resulting from estate planning total at least $20 mil-
lion. Exploitation altering the VP’s long-held intentions, isolation from family, friends, loss of civil & the most basic inalienable human rights.
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